
let's cook something up
together!

How to give back to the community,
make new friends and cook something delicious.  

preface
5 years ago we �arted working with freeze-drying technology to produce 

high quality ready-to-eat meals for outdoor �orts.

Since then our produ�s have been recognised as the ta�ie� outdoor meals on the market, 
winning several international awards including the Gold OutDoor Indu�ry Award.
Many world-famous athletes - who we have personally admired for a long time -

became our ambassadors a�er te�ing lyofood produ�s.

We continued to work closely together improving our meals, upgrading ingredients,
experimenting, cooking, freeze-drying and ta�ing. For us this is a lifetime-long process, 

filled with as much work as passion and enjoyment, and if you share those with somebody, 
you inevitably became friends.

Food & Outdoor
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FOOD as an outdoor produ� has a dual nature.

This remind us so much of a dual nature of outdoor.

On one side there is a competition, �ort performance, a race for the toughe� climb,
the fa�e� ascent...

On the other side, there is a deep re�e� for the nature and for the other human being. 
There is a �irit of solidarity, that simultaneously makes a �ace for individualism.

In this a�e�, food is a perfe� analogy to outdoors, and this made us think...

Simply put:
to eat is a necessity.

Sport performance and
nutrition are �rongly related.

Calories, proteins, vitamins, 
carbs... balancing right diet for 

right a�ivity, composing meals in 
order to be fa�er and �ronger.

Eating is one of the mo�
important social a�ivities.

It nourishes interpersonal
relations.  Meal together is
also an occasion for sharing,
for the expression of altruism.

All animals eat, but we are
the only “animal” that cook. 
Cooking became more than
a necessity, it is the symbol
of our humanity.

The spirit 
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From the per�e�ive of five years in outdoor market, we have felt like there is a need to 
increase and underline importance of the human a�e� of eating. We have been always 

a�ra�ed more by the �irit then the muscle and it’s refle�ed in a certain way in our produ�s.
We concnetrate ourselves on the unique ta�e of our meals and the high quality

ingredients and than we count calories.

We felt, it is not enough anymore. We wanted the �irit of outdoors to become
an elementary part of our produ�s and shine through them not through PR �rategy.

But how to do it with a commercial produ�?
How to do it with a food produ�?

Altruism
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Outdoor brands build a great part of their publicity using image of professional athletes.
In return, they support them with equipment, by �onsoring their expeditions and

sometimes, even with a regular salary. But this la� only until they deliver and perform
on the high level. When they get old, get injured or simply �op performing

on a �onsorship required level, this kind of relationship ends in the mo� of the cases.

We don’t want to say it is unfair, it is a business a�er all, but �ill, this have been always
bothering us personally. Outdoor business is a business like no other, it is more open, more 

kind, more friendly and more under�anding. Probably because of that �ecial
outdoor �irit that �reads into the business side.

So, why not play by di�erent rules?
Why not replace “business as usual” with healthy dose of altruism?

The Recipe
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Now, let's cook.

De�ite its simplicity, the process of maturing the idea was slow, as o�en,
when using simple solution to sophi�icated problems.

Nevertheless we came up with an idea for a food produ�, which expresses
elusive �irit of outdoors we value so much.

The Idea
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Unique menu of highly individual meals. Composed & cooked
together with our ambassadors - our friends.

Each meal will be created with one athlete and it will be an expression of his/her individual ta�e, 
nutritional preferences and personality. Without any compromises, every meal will be 100% natural 

and made exclusively with only high quality ingredients. 

What sets this menu apart is a fa� that each meal will become
a shared property. We want our friends to own a fair share of

revenue coming from the produ�s we have created together.

Like no other business relationship, this one has no expiration date.

We will get together with each athlete to discuss her/his culinary ideas.

Next we will be working on the final recipes, which will refle� each athlete personality.
His/her ta�e and nutritional preferences will define each meal.

This Menu is as much about collaboration and solidarity, as individuality.
Ju� like the �irit of the outdoors.

Finally we will make the trial version of the meal. Once approved, we will produce it
- cook, freeze-dry and pack into the cu�omised pouches.

A�er the meals are market-ready, promotion and sales will be deployed.
Each meal and recipe will become a share property of LYOFOOD and the athlete.

Athletes will receive royalties for every single meal we will ever sell.
This will not end even if athlete will decided to leave a�ive outdoor careers and...

With a great pleasure we present you the fir� meal from this unique menu.

Sean Villanueva O'Driscoll is a pro climber, LYOFOOD ambassador and recently
has debuted as a film dire�or with hilarious “Adventures of the Dodo”.

He likes to challenge himself by free climbing giant rock walls, preferably in the wild
and isolated places. His expeditions in remote locations impressed international
audience and fellow climbers many times over. The dedication and persi�ence

in reaching virgin big walls, completed by purity of climbing �yle,
set Sean as a role model for many.

But what made us tic is the way Sean merge performance with his happy craziness

That could be a classic Vegan Green Curry but it’s Sean’s one, so we had to put ne�le he loves,
removed potatoes he avoids, gave a certain amount of coconut milk and as many veggies

as le�over in our fridge. The key point are aromatic herbs and �ices like tumeric,
coriander seeds, coraidner leaves, cumin, garlic, ginger and lemon grass. 

Well, it wasn’t an easy meal for �art, but the final result is not to find anywhere else :)

Brain�orming1.

Creation2.

Magic3.

Revelation5.

They are all passionate people, being aware about what they eat. They are all 
individuali�s, having di�erent approach to nutrition what will create a di�erent 

meals ta�e. We know that they have a lot of ideas how the outdoor food
should be like and we want to make it happen.

and so we did

enjoy
instead

so here we go
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Sean

Nettle Curry

Sean’s NETTLE CURRY

It’s alive

This is ju� a begining of a comprehensive menu where every meal
celebrates individualism and refle�s personality of it’s author.

In the same time as a result of cooperation and partnership
it pays hommage to �irit of solidarity. 

And who said Romanticism is dead?

A few words about our approach.

appendix

Sean in the beach mood - Greenland 2016

Sean Villanueva O'Driscoll 

From the beginning we say NO to pe�icides, preservatives,
artificial additives, colorants - you will not find any of those
inside LYOFOOD produ�s.

We are proud to cultivate some of the fruits and herbs
on our own fields. Other fruits and herbs as well as vegetables 
come from farmers known to us personally. They are carefully
verified to ensure that all our ingedients meet the highe�
quality �andards. What you will find inside are genuine,
natural ingredients.

What's inside & what's not

We are a food company, but also an innovative one - we run 
our own, small lab. To make sure our meals are safe in every 

a�e�, they are checked twice in the in-house laboratory. 
Once - a�er being cooked and for a second time - 

a�er the freeze-drying process.

Extra Safe

We worked on our packaging to make it �rong, 
light and comfortable to use in harsh conditions.

Our  Pouch

We �ay away from indu�rial cooking. We do not mix 
pre cooked ingredients in big tubes. Our meals
are always prepared in a re�aurant ju� as they

should be. The result is a fine ta�e 
of genuine homemade dish.

A�er the meal has been cooked, it undergoes
the freeze-drying process. We use exclusively
this advanced technology to produce our meals
with the be� quality available.

Freeze-drying allows to keep 98% of natural vitamins
and nutrients inta� in their natural whole food form.

How it is made

natural
ingredients

gourmet
cooking

exclusively
freeze-dried

high safety
�andards

the beach

and kicking

Wanderer above the Sea of Fog - Ca�ar David Friedrich c. 1818

LYOFOOD GmbH
Barbara�rasse 44 A    50996 Köln    Germany

Tel +49 (0) 221 / 98549537    Fax +49 (0) 2236 / 325448

LYO
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.COM

The Muscle

The Spirit

Four rounded edges make it safe 
in your backpack.

A pair of tear notches 
for easy opening.

Second pair of tear notches
helps to make the pouch shorter

and very comfortable to eat from.

Zip lock allows reclosing the meal.

Thanks to lasser score
tearing o� goes smoothly.

Cu�om made 4 layer pouch
material makes it safe to pour

boiling water inside.

100
certified

Co


